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About Andrea 
Andrea Kirk Assaf is an editor, writer and former Vatican based journalist 

and voice talent. She and her family live between Rome, Italy and a farm 

in Remus, Michigan. She and her husband created Roots in Rome, a 

company that hosts academic groups and pilgrims in the Eternal City. 

Now, besides writing, her major work is her family school of formation 

The Kirkos Caravan. The youngest daughter of Russell and a net Kirk, 

Andrea continues the Kirk legacy through compiling anthologies of her 

father's work, administering the Russell Kirk reading group and assisting 

the Russell Kirk Center for Cultural Renewal as a member of their board of 

advisors. You can find her at www.thekirkoscaravan.com and her Little 

Book of Wisdom series can be found on Amazon. 

Key Ideas 
Andrea Assaf does a Morning Time like ritual in her homeschool that she calls Calendar Class. It is a 
combination of 4 annual Seasonal Feast celebrations, monthly meetings and a daily calendar time.   
Her daily Calendar time is similar to Morning Time but with a unique focus on the four cycles of life. 
During this time the family will begin with a prayer like the morning offering, a quick look at the weather, 
the saint of day, and a discussion on the four cycles of life.  
The four cycles of life include:  

• Liturgical: a focus on the Liturgical calendar.  
• Sanctoral: a discussion on the saint of the day 
• Human: a celebration of personal milestones in the family or a look at historical events of   

the day.  
• Natural: this is focused on nature study or the natural seasons of the year.  
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Calendar class is an opportunity for people across generations to interact with one another. Andrea 
invites families of all ages to participate in the Seasonal and monthly celebrations. 
Andrea also incorporates an evening morning basket like ritual that she calls “Family Hearth Ritual.” This 
includes prayer, read alouds and a period of winding down before bedtime. This is also a great idea for 
families who have some or all of their kids in school during the day but still want to have a connection 
point as a family.  

Quotables 
“I think if you talk to anyone, they'll mention the person that they were most influenced by in their 

education, more than a particular subject, it's usually that personal relationship that makes the 
difference.”  

Andrea Assaf 
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Time Stamps 
3:09 meet Andrea Assaf and learn about her Calendar Class version of Morning Time 
9:40 monthly meetings and connecting the generations 
15:50 calendar class details 
18:00 family hearth ritual 
21:00 adjusting these practices when living elsewhere 
23:40 teaching languages in Morning Time 
26:06 living through the seasons 
32:37 the importance of living through the seasons 
37:00 storytelling and the four feasts  
40:55 when your kids are in school 
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